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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Sandra's Village Tea Room from Newcastle upon Tyne.
Currently, there are 16 dishes and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the

restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What Molly Lloyd likes about Sandra's
Village Tea Room:

Been to this cafe lots of times and it has always been really nice. Obviously the person reviewing before me
needs to realise quiche is served cold. You would think that someone that reviews places for a hobby (not a job)

would know this. Also not a stain on any of the cups. So I hope he finds a hobby that he actually knows
something about. This place is clean and the welcome is always warm. Would certainly rate this... read more.

What jinkyjim doesn't like about Sandra's Village Tea Room:
We visited this cafe today (Weds 6th April) at 12.30 but it was closed! The board outside is always up, whether it
is open or closed, and states they are only closed on Mondays. read more. In the morning, you can enjoy a rich

brunch at Sandra's Village Tea Room, as much as you want, For a snack, you can also have the delicious
sandwiches, small salads and other snacks. Not to be overlooked is also the comprehensive diversity of coffee

and tea specialties in this restaurant.
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